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GTS 
 
En beskrivning av ett generellt transportsystem 
författad av ”GTS-stiftelsen”, under bildande av 
Kjell Dahlström och Jan-Erik Nowacki, maj 20101 
 

 
 
Det generella transportsystemet – GTS 
GTS liknar spårbilsystem men har en betydligt mer 
utvecklad allmängiltighet i många avseenden – tekniskt, 
funktionellt, socialt, industriellt och inter-nationellt. GTS 
löser hela resan oavsett om den är lokal, regional eller 
en långfärdsresa. Den kan göras privat eller 
tillsammans med andra. Även rena gods-transporter 
omfattas av GTS. GTS konkurrerar med alla kända 
trafikslag utom gång- och cykeltrafik, långdistansflyg 
och skrymmande godstransporter. 
 
GTS teknik bygger på magnetisk bärning, drivning, 
styrning, växling, tågkoppling och tågupplösning samt 
bromsning med återmatning av energi, allt automa-
tiserat. En ”drivsläde” svävar fram i en Π-formad balk. 
Vagnar, i många olika utföranden, hänger i sin tur i 
drivslädarna och svävar på fri höjd ovanför mark-
planet. Vagnarna har standardiserade yttermått, inom 
2 x 2 x 4,5 meter, med en dörr på höger sida och stå-
höjd i vagnen innanför dörren. Vagnar kan även vara 
tillverkade som bil för körning på vanliga vägar (dual 
mode). Beroende på utförande kan vagnarna ta 5-8 
passagerare eller lasta upp till 800 kg. Den person-
bilsstora vagnen bedöms optimal för att klara lejon-
parten av alla resbehov och godstransporter. 
                                                        
1 Bilderna, som här illustrerar GTS, är hämtade från videon 

Bubbles and Beams – a convenient future, producerad av 

Hans Kylberg, med tillstånd från SIKA. 

GTS teknik, utveckling till standard 
Den generella transportsystemtekniken utvecklas på 
beställning av GTS-stiftelsen. Stiftelsen överväger att  
bilda ett utvecklingsbolag ”GTS Teknik AB” för detta 
uppdrag. Utvecklingen kan dock ske även i andra 
företag. Målet är att Stiftelsen ska kunna upprätta en 
internationell GTS-standard vilket är det bästa sättet 
att skapa ett industriellt momentum som kan driva 
fram hög kvalitet till rimliga kostnader (jämför 
utvecklingen av bilindustrin och mobiltelefonin). 
 

 
 
Den generella funktionaliteten 
GTS suddar ut skillnaderna mellan publika och privata 
transportsystem. Bannätet tillåter en blandning av vitt 
skilda transporter och personresor. GTS vagnar kan 
både kopplas samman till tåg och kopplas isär. Detta 
sker automatiskt och kan även göras i farten. Tågbild-
ningstekniken ger hög kapacitet, lågt luftmotstånd och 
därmed också låg energianvändning. När bannätet är 
utbyggt med lokala, regionala och interregionala banor 
kan resor och transporter göras när som helst, direkt 
utan byte mellan lokala hållplatser, stationer och 
terminaler i alla anknutna städer och regioner.  
 
Snabb och markburen GTS-trafik i nord-Europa 
En resa mellan exempelvis Uppsala universitet och 
Örebro universitet tar mindre än en timme. En resa 
mellan vilka hållplatser som helst i stor-Stockholm tar  
i genomsnitt cirka 15 minuter. Arlanda får ett upptag-
ningsområde med 4 miljoner invånare inom en timme 
utan byte och stopp från vilket arbets- eller bostadsom-
råde som helst direkt till rätt flygplatsterminal. Inom den 
skandinaviska huvudstadstriangeln kan resor med GTS 
vara snabbare än flyget, några få meter över marken i 
240 km/tim utan byte mellan start- och målpunkter.  
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� The force equation:
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Fig. 1.1.c Platooning on GTS high-speed line (Bubbles&Beams)

Fig.1.1.d Mirage, reflecting cabins (Yovinn, Axel Eriksson) 
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most excellent technique throughout the entire system, presents a tremendous leap in the development of future 
transportation. So, GTS is not an incremental change, it is a novelty. 	  
GTS provides a major disruption breakthrough from CTS by combining modern computer systems at all levels, from 
levitation and propulsion control to traffic logistics control, with new inventions in electromagnetic force production 
and new designs of high level track, releasing ground level area for the use of pedestrians, children and recreational 
purposes. The aim is to make a transport system where the passenger or goods on pallets are loaded at the point of 
departure and proceed, with no intermediate stops or changes, to the ultimate destination, be it a local, regional or 
interregional journey. Starting and stopping points will be provided in large numbers and in close proximity to each 
other for convenience.	  
The novelty of GTS lies in the combination of existing and new knowledge to give a user-friendly transport system 
competing at the same time with private cars, public road and rail transport, short flights and ferries. Novel track 
designs with new motion-free track switching will be coupled with new MLS propulsion technology and magnetic 
levitation, using microcomputer robotic techniques to control all aspects of motion.	  
The high risk, involved in researching the GTS system will be mitigated by investigating multiple methods of 
meeting the various challenges, using advanced electromagnetic computerized prototyping techniques such as Finite 
Element Method and Dynamic Simulations. The results will be compared using innovation practices such as SWOT 
tables to ensure that the best solutions are selected for manufacturing demonstrator laboratory models.	  
In order to ensure success the project must make use of the close collaboration of many scientific disciplines, for 
example: Electromagnetics, power electronics, control engineering, mechanical engineering, material science, 
architecture and industrial design, to name but a few.	  
Introduction of GTS is plausible because the request for breaking the detrimental effects of conventional transport is 
on the agenda in society. However, due to blind spots, to some extent caused by vested interests, financially strong 
decision-makers avoid the deeper analysis of reasons for the failings. Our site-partner, the municipality of Uppsala, 
like many other municipalities, understands this dilemma and they are open for trying a new path for technological 
and functional development, which makes GTS plausible.	  
As can be seen in table 1.2a below GTS differs from all other alternatives in five major aspects: Magnetic 
switching, low land use, platooning, dual mode and service all times and distances in one combination. Roads 
and high-speed trains require large areas of land, often in conflict with other purposes and needs. A mainly elevated 
structure avoids these problems. Technologies may prove successful and, together with the physical fact and hard-to-
solve problems with autonomous vehicles, walking people and animals don´t run any risk of serious fatalities.	  
	  
Table	  1.2a	   State-‐of-‐the-‐Art	  -‐	  GTS	  compared	  to	  conventional	  and	  frontier	  alternatives	  	  	  	  
Type Technology Function 
 Power Auto-

mation 
Motor Levitation Switch/ 

Steering 
Land 
use 

Plato
oning 

Dual 
mode Service * /  ** 

CTS  
Road/Car Fuel No Rotating Wheels Wheels High No No Dr.license 
Rail/Train Direct electricity Partly Rotating Wheels Rail switch Fair Fixed No Timetable 
Road/Bus Fuel/Different No Rotating Wheels Wheels Fair No No Timetable 
Frontier  
Electric car Battery charging No Rotating Wheels Wheels High No No Dr.license 
Self-drive car Fuel or battery Semi Rotating Wheels Wheels High No No Dr.license 
Driverless car Fuel or battery Full Rotating Wheels Wheels Fair No No Developing 
PRT Direct electricity Full Rotating Wheels In vehicle Low No No Local  
Skytran Direct electricity Full Linear Magn/dyn Magnetic Low No No Low capacity 
Hyperloop Direct electricity Full Linear Magnetic ? N/A Low ? N/A ? N/A Long distance 
Transrapid Direct electricity Full Linear Magnetic Rail switch Fair Fixed No Timetable 
Cableway Direct electricity Full Rotating Wheels No Low Cable No Local 
El. cargo HW Direct electricity Semi Rotating Wheels No Fair Semi Yes Developing 
Bicycle Pedal/electrictity No Rotating Thin wheel Manual Low No No Local 
GTS Direct electricity Full Linear Magnetic Magnetic Low Yes Yes All T&D 
* The most restrictive service function is indicated for CTS and Frontier; For GTS All Times and Distances (All T&D) are indicated. 
** GTS Cabins and stations are exclusively designed for easily bringing your bicycle, pram or wheel-chair. 
 
GTS is in an early stage and carries a high risk because of its visionary character. If, however, our exploration of 
untried magnetic technologies and combinations of technologies is successful, the foundation of a radically new and 
plausible technology will be laid. 	  The approaches to meet FETOPEN characteristics are analyzed in table 1.2b 
below.	  
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Abstract 
In spite of extensive refinements in detail, todays transport systems suffer from inherent shortcomings. Friction 
dependence is literally one of the most fundamental problems. It is increasingly difficult or impossible to meet 
requirements of social, economic, sustainable and safety developments in one nutshell. 
A truly sustainable transportation system must include the impact of the infrastructure itself. We propose a General 
Transport System (GTS). While current research in the transport industry focuses on vehicle design, fuels and 
operations, GTS includes all aspects of transportation. It removes the need for fuels or fuel cells, while maintaining 
flexible and individual vehicle design. Automation of service will open up for new opportunities in operations and 
new areas of business. It will be an immediate solution in areas where land is either scarce or needs to be saved. It 
is also scalable and competitive enough to replace many overlapping transport systems. 
Just as the Internet changed and connected a global flow of information, GTS will reshape and liberate individual, 
mass and cargo transport, over all distances. Market introduction starts by local networks and develops by regional 
and high-speed lines giving people a new freedom of mobility "24/7".  

 !       
 Terminal study by design student Joakim Gustafsson     Exploded sketch of drivesled by Ass.prof. P O Rasmussen
  
The foundational concept consists of an advanced “shuttle” - a drivesled - running inside an elevated guideway. 
The drivesled is levitated, propelled, braked and switched magnetically. Cabins are suspended under the drivesleds, 
and can be automatically disconnected to enable dual-mode road vehicles. Drivesleds can be coupled and 
uncoupled into/from platoons at speed.  
The main objective is a Proof-of-Principles. More than 30 scientists and engineers in 5 European countries will 
work together to prove the concept. Advanced electric, magnetic and operational experiments will be performed. 
Interdisciplinary studies will compare both Conventional Transport Systems (CTS) and frontier technologies with 
GTS. The result will be an extensive analysis and a financial estimate of the total costs for GTS, and also a 
laboratory test of a demonstrator.  

GTSX is a multidisciplinary proposal. To fulfill the requirements within the page limit the text is compressed as 
much as possible. We only use the present tense, generally the subject is we and the object is GTS. Repetitions are 
avoided. 
The best way of grasping the GTS concept is by viewing the video Bubbles and Beams, produced for SIKA, 
Swedish Institute for Transport and Communications Analysis, 2007-2008 (now Trafikanalys): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rtrB82YObXw  

Exploded sketch of drivesled by Ass.prof. P O Rasmussen
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Terminal study by design student Joakim Gustafsson

“Less than 30 years ago, few of us 
could imagine carrying a telephone, 

radio, TV, newspapers, books, music & 
maps in a tiny module in our pocket. 
GTS aims for a similar revolution.”
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Work Package 

1. 
Management, Coordination & 
Communications (MCC)
Interdisciplinary Working 
Board (IWB)

2. 
Electro Magnetic 
Research (ERC)

3. 
Converter & Control 
Research (CCR)

4.
Demonstrator (DEM)

5. 
Physical Design,
Construction 
and Visualization (PCV)

Methodologies  

Normal administrative procedures 
and coordination between all work 
packages and tasks; Two-way 
communication activities; Interdis-
ciplinary conferences by the lead
participants aiming at strong guid-
ance to the single task works;

Standard methods for laboratory
exploration; Performance spec-
ifications, conceptual analysis, 
selection of technologies using 
SWOT analysis; fullscale design 
concepts, scaled down model for 
lab. demonstration, manufacture 
scale model for lab. testing and 
validation; reflections for a com-
plete system;

Architectural and engineering 
methods; Creation of a sustainable 
standard structure for beams, 
pillars, pylons, longer spans etc;
optimization of standard cabin 
sections; design of devices joining 
cabins, drivesled-cabin-hooks etc 
in accordance with the BIM Hand-
book (see 1.1.1); Visualization of
urban and landscape intrusion 
using drawings and perspectives;

Specific objectives

Objective 4 
Disseminate, 
exploit and 
communicate 
the findings. 

Objective 1 
Develop the 
standard drivesled.

Objective 2
Develop the 
automation & 
control system.

Objective 3 
Design the cabins 
& guideway 
components.

Indicators of success

Efficient coordination, Impressive 
communications amongst people and 
concerned leaders

Propulsion actuator fulfills performance 
spec. (e.g. torque); Levitation actuator 
fulfills perform. spec. (e.g. levitated 
mass); Guidance actuator fulfills perf. 
spec. (e.g. at max. deviation); Switch-
ing actuators fulfills perf. spec. (e.g. at 
specified speed);

Emergency brake fulfills safety spec. 
(e.g. max. travel distance after emer-
gency); Communication among different 
drivesleds fulfills perf. spec. at max. 
speeds (e.g. communication time); 
Control system fulfills perf. spec. (e.g. 
travel comfort).

Calculations showing affordability and 
sustainability; Communications by visual 
means with all social strata will show the 
grade of GTS acceptance
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- a 50 percent shift of medium distance passenger and freight journeys from road to rail and waterborne transport;  
- the phasing-out of conventionally-fuelled cars in cities; and 
- CO2-free city logistics in major urban centres by 2030. 
EU transport policy has long focused on connectivity, especially for the functioning of the single market, and it 
remains of core importance.  There is now a particular focus on bringing innovation into the long distance networks.  
The industry-led Joint Undertaking for rail research, Shift2Rail, is worth noting for its focus on accelerating the 
integration of new and advanced technologies into innovative rail.	  
Beside this EU Policy, the EU-adopted sustainable development agenda, including 17 goals, and the global 
agreement on climate, GTS delivers a considerable contribution to goal 03 health, 07 sustainble energy, 08 
sustainable economical growth, 09 innovative infrastructure, 11 sustainable city development and 15 sustainable 
ecosystems. 	  
A Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) will be undertaken to validate the impact GTS has on these aspects. 
We will also estimate the impacts of GTS on the economy, society and human wellbeing following the requirements 
of the 2016 Paris Agreement on climate change and the EU policies as described above. Finally we will develop 
descriptions how and to what extent GTS complies with the Paris Climate Agreement. When considering the final 
impact of GTS we will take into consideration how GTS performs in the zero ambition, which we want to achieve:	  
-  Zero casualties, zero emissions,  zero fossil energy usage and zero congestion.	  
Door-to-door travel time Stockholm suburb - Göteborg suburb 	  
High-speed rail will save relatively little time and it is very uneconomical. GTS would be both faster door-to-door 
and cheaper to build. Apart from that, GTS would have a much wider use and larger development potential.  A most 
wanted high-speed railway between the major nuclei in Sweden, Stockholm and Göteborg, has recently been turned 
down to the modest top-speed 250 km/h. Now, the top-speed does not tell you what the true speed is when the 
journey in fact is fragmented by adjusting to timetables, changes at stations, waiting, and, in case of traveling by air, 
security. Comparing alternatives for average starting and ending points in Stockholm and Göteborg shows how GTS 
by its local and closer access, has the shortest, seamless travel time by all possible options. See fig. 2.1a. 
 

    
Fig. 2.1a Effective door-to-door travel time with 	  
different travel modes (G. Tegnér/Transek)	  
	  
Investment analysis Stockholm suburb - Göteborg suburb  	  
The total capital costs for HST is estimated to 10,700 M€, while the GTS estimate amounts to 6,800 M€, or only 64 
percent of the HST capital cost. Our GTS cost estimate is based on 20 years of experience from previous PRT 
technologies, adjusted to the proposed GTS standard, speed and capacity. However, both the HST and especially the 
GTS estimate are surrounded by substantial uncertainties, which would be substantially reduced by this project. 
GTS performs at a higher average door-to-door speed, as showed above. Applying travel demand elasticity with 
respect to the perceived total travel time, the GTS system is estimated to yield at least 15 percent more trips. This is 
an obvious under-estimation as we have not (so far) considered the higher level of comfort by GTS and its seamless 
travel compared to the HST journey with its waiting and transferring times. 
 
Key facts about HST and GTS	   HST	   GTS	   GTS/HST	  
Total Capital costs, M€	   10 700	   6 800	   64%	  
Capital cost per track-km M€	   24	   14	   60%	  
Total Annual Capital cost, M€	   310	   220	   71%	  
Total Annual Operating cost, M€	   280	   110	   39%	  
Total Annual Costs, M€	   590	   330	   56%	  
Total Annual Costs/track-km, M€	   1,30	   0,69	   53%	  
Annual passengers, million	   4,5	   5,16	   115%	  

Fig. 2.1a Effective door-to-door travel time with
different travel modes (G. Tegnér/Transek)

Fig. 2.1b Investment analysis of HST and GTS (G. Tegnér/Transek) 

,

Fig. 2.1c Uppsala South, municipal and, 
 partly, GTSTEC alternative
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Fig.2.1d  Fyris river bridge, a calculated span for GTS 
 and Bike&Walk (AyCrete Design)
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Public project information and research results, press releases, interviews with key researchers, and technical 
articles in more popular technical magazines will stream out from the project, reaching transport experts, architects, 
urban planners, decision makers and the like. Special promotion of master thesis will raise awareness in academia.	  
In order to reach an international public and wide participation, physical exhibition and traditional communication 
channels will be accompanied by an active presence not only live at well selected opportunities with open access at 
universities and other relevant fora, but also on the internet via an interactive web-portal and social media. The 
portal will provide relevant information and data to user groups such as landscape designers, architects, engineers 
and construction companies as well as game developers and simulator designers. This allows businesses and 
citizens to engage and design future transportation solutions with “real” information about the possibilities in GTS.	  
This will create an ultimate knitting together of real and digital mobility, via online open source participation. We 
hope to see involvement and contribution from global citizen groups, especially from the younger generation, 
contributing and showing local examples and virtualization of the possibilities of GTS.	  
Internally, Sharepoint will be used by team members, with shared progress reports, document sharing etc. The 
management team will distribute newsletters with status, summary and prospects four times a year.	  
	  
	  

Section	  3	  -‐	  Implementation	  
	  
3.1	   Work	  plan	  and	  intermediate	  targets	  	  
The project is divided into five work packages (wp) described below (and initially also under 1.3). Wp 1 has uniting 
obligations to all wp, including interdisciplinary coordination and communications (GTS Foundation). Unique core 
technologies will be developed at Aalborg University, Department of Energy Technology in close cooperation with 
Mondragon University, Department of Electronics Engineering. Their work is subdivided in three wp's with distinct 
different tasks. Wp 4 deals with demonstrating the GTS drive technology on a laboratory guideway. In order to test 
the technology over a longer period the project span for this wp is prolonged with one year preceding the concluding 
report. Wp 5 develops the construction and design of the beam structure and cabin standard (Bjerking AB and 
VinnEx Centre for ECO2 Vehicle Design, KTH, Stockholm).	  
Milestones are placed after 2, 4, 7 and 8 quarters. See fig.3.1a and table 3.2a. Settling the performance specifications 
of the technology will be the first milestone after six months. We arrive at the second milestone when the prototype 
demo is ready after one year. Nine months later we will arrive at the third milestone when construction and 
visualization of GTS and a full-scale design concept of the electro-magnetic technology can be presented. After two 
years all wp's except the demonstrator wp 4 DEM have delivered their preliminary results and will evaluate GTS at 
the fourth milestone, forecasting the final result that will be available following one year of testing the demonstrator. 
Final results will then be collected in the main GTSTEC report.	  
	  

	  
Fig.3.1a	  	  Timing	  of	  the	  different	  work	  packages,	  intermediate	  targets	  (milestones)	  and	  meetings	  	  
	  
Table	  3.1a	  	  Work	  package	  descriptions	  (~3	  pages)	  
wp. nr, title	   1. Management, Coordination & Communication - MCC/IWB/COM	   Lead beneficiary	   GTS1	  
participant nr 1.01	   1.02	   1.03	   1.04-05	   1.06-10	   1.11-15	   see table 3.4a 	   subcontr.1	  
short name	   GTS1	   GTS2	   GTS3	   GTS4-5	   IWB6-10	   COM11-15	   GTS/IWB/COM	   Yovinn et.al.	  
personmonths	   21	   9	   12	   6	   1	   28	   8 * 0.125 = 1	   Axel Eriksson	  
start month M1 end month M36             	  
Objectives: Conceptual leadership, comprehensive coordination, editing Proof-of Principles and final report (GTS); 
Managerial and administrative efficiency, time keeping and accounting (GTS);	  
Interdisciplinary Working Board (IWB), members: wp lead participants and lead participants to be in stage 2; 

Section 2 / Section 3 Page 11 (16)

Section 3  Implementation

Fig.3.1a Timing of the different work packages, 
 intermediate targets (milestones) and meetings
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visualization of GTS and a full-scale design concept of the electro-magnetic technology can be presented. After two 
years all wp's except the demonstrator wp 4 DEM have delivered their preliminary results and will evaluate GTS at 
the fourth milestone, forecasting the final result that will be available following one year of testing the demonstrator. 
Final results will then be collected in the main GTSTEC report.	  
	  

	  
Fig.3.1a	  	  Timing	  of	  the	  different	  work	  packages,	  intermediate	  targets	  (milestones)	  and	  meetings	  	  
	  
Table	  3.1a	  	  Work	  package	  descriptions	  (~3	  pages)	  
wp. nr, title	   1. Management, Coordination & Communication - MCC/IWB/COM	   Lead beneficiary	   GTS1	  
participant nr 1.01	   1.02	   1.03	   1.04-05	   1.06-10	   1.11-15	   see table 3.4a 	   subcontr.1	  
short name	   GTS1	   GTS2	   GTS3	   GTS4-5	   IWB6-10	   COM11-15	   GTS/IWB/COM	   Yovinn et.al.	  
personmonths	   21	   9	   12	   6	   1	   28	   8 * 0.125 = 1	   Axel Eriksson	  
start month M1 end month M36             	  
Objectives: Conceptual leadership, comprehensive coordination, editing Proof-of Principles and final report (GTS); 
Managerial and administrative efficiency, time keeping and accounting (GTS);	  
Interdisciplinary Working Board (IWB), members: wp lead participants and lead participants to be in stage 2; 
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Communication activities on the web and at exhibition at our location in Uppsala (COM).	  
Description of work        
Task 1.1 Main coordination, visits on all locations, conceptual leadership and final reporting, future structure; 	  
Task 1.2 Financial, administrative and HR management; periodical and final reports;	  
Task 1.3 Interdisciplinary connections by IWB analyses and decisions, quarterly meetings, digital and physical;	  
Task 1.4 Communication activities on a daily basis at exhibition, net and office location in Uppsala, quarterly reports;	  
Deliverables	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1D1Webpage up and running, logo, M1	  
1dx Press releases on all major occasions	  
1dy Financial reports quarterly, Q1-Q12	  
1dz Communications reports quarterly, Q1-Q12	  

1D2 Intermediate coordination report, M12	  
1D3 Forecast final report, 	  
        Research findings & recommendations M24	  
1D4 Final report, 	  
"Inventing a General Transport System", M36	  

	  
wp. nr, title	   2. Electro-Magnetic Research - EMR	   Lead beneficiary	   AAU1	  
participant nr	   2.02	   2.04-	   3.01-3.03	   	   1.01	   1.02	   1.07-10	   1.11-15	  
short name	   AAU2	   AAU4-	   MU1-MU3	   	   GTS1	   GTS2	   IWB7-10	   COM11-15	  
personmonths	   4	   36	   22	   	   0.5	   1	   0.5	   0.5	  
start month 1	   end month 36	  
Objectives: Find cost effective and safe mechanisms for transporting the cabin under the beam. Specifications of the 
electromagnetic suspension, propulsion, and switching actuators are the first steps. 	  
A radical new propulsion system based on lead screws will be investigated. A safe magnetic high-speed track switch 
mechanism and a levitation and guidance actuator will also be specified.	  
Role of Partners  AAU is the leader of the WP, and carries out the design of the propulsion system based on the MLS 
technology (T2.2). MU affords the design of the magnetic switching system (T2.3) and the design of the magnetic 
levitation and guidance actuators (T2.4). Both partners take part in the definition of specifications (T2.1) and in the full-
scale design concept (T2.5). 
Description of work	  
Task 2.1 Agree on actuator performance specification; Vehicle mass, acceleration, deceleration, speed, wind effects, 
curvature and input from other work packages will dominate the design of all actuators and material. 	  
Task 2.2 Radical new and cost effective and reliable propulsion and levitation actuator; Develop steady state analytic 
and finite element models of a novel linear electromagnetic propulsion and levitation actuator unit. Design a novel 
linear electromagnetic propulsion unit, using the magnetic lead screw (MLS) technology. 	  
This is expected to result in a cost reduction to 1/5 of the cost of earlier technologies, combined with a mass reduction to 
1/20. The MLS propulsion unit design is combined with a magnetic levitation unit and integrated with a contact-less 
current collector. The results will be valuable for other work packages.	  
Task 2.3 A safe magnetic switch mechanism enabling switching at high speed; Design of a safe magnetic switch 
mechanism enabling switching at high speed. It must apply sufficient force to always direct cabins safely on to the right 
track.  The magnetic switch will eliminate problems with stones, fallen leaves and icing of mechanical switches. 	  
Task 2.4 A cost effective electromagnetic levitation and guidance actuator. Develop dynamic models of the levitation 
actuator, which is also required to provide guidance. Guidance is closely related to the safe operation of the switching of 
task 3.3. The models developed will be used in task 3.2 to determine if the operation of cabins will be safe under the 
specified conditions included in task 3.1.	  
Task 2.5 A full-scale design concept of the propulsion, levitation, guidance and switching actuators. Use the combined 
results of tasks 2.2 to 2.5 compiling a full-scale design enabling CAPEX and OPEX estimations.	  
Deliverables    2D1 Initial performance specification  M6;	  
2D2 Technical report on actuator models and design M15;	  
2D3 Technical report on track switch mechanism models 	  

and design M18;	  
2D4 Technical report on full scale design concept M22;	  
2D5 Preliminary Proof of Principles M23 (GTS2)	  

	  
wp. nr, title	   3.  Converter and Control Research - CCR	   Lead beneficiary	   MU1	  
participant nr 3.01	   2.03-	   3.04-3.07	   1.06	   1.01	   1.02	   1.07-10	   1.11-15	  
short name MU1	   AAU3-	   MU4-MU7	   IWB6	   GTS1	   GTS2	   IWB7-10	   COM11-15	  
personmonths 3	   24	   27	   6	   0.5	   1	   0.5	   0.5	  
start month M1 end month M36	  
Objectives: To find safe control systems for the electromagnetic levitation, propulsion, and switching. The control 
system should also allow for platooning and separation of cabins. The electromagnetic levitation should also allow for 
guidance sideways. The whole control system must be both cost-effective and control energy efficient. 
Role of Partners  MU is the leader of the WP and carries out the control systems for propulsion, levitation and 
magnetic track switching (T3.2, T3.3). AAU and MU collaborates in the definition of technical specifications (T3.1) 
and in the full-scale concept (T3.5). In addition, AAU develops the high-level controller defining the required sensors 
and communication net between different elements comprising the whole system (T3.5), and the platooning system 
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Communication activities on the web and at exhibition at our location in Uppsala (COM).	  
Description of work        
Task 1.1 Main coordination, visits on all locations, conceptual leadership and final reporting, future structure; 	  
Task 1.2 Financial, administrative and HR management; periodical and final reports;	  
Task 1.3 Interdisciplinary connections by IWB analyses and decisions, quarterly meetings, digital and physical;	  
Task 1.4 Communication activities on a daily basis at exhibition, net and office location in Uppsala, quarterly reports;	  
Deliverables	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1D1Webpage up and running, logo, M1	  
1dx Press releases on all major occasions	  
1dy Financial reports quarterly, Q1-Q12	  
1dz Communications reports quarterly, Q1-Q12	  

1D2 Intermediate coordination report, M12	  
1D3 Forecast final report, 	  
        Research findings & recommendations M24	  
1D4 Final report, 	  
"Inventing a General Transport System", M36	  

	  
wp. nr, title	   2. Electro-Magnetic Research - EMR	   Lead beneficiary	   AAU1	  
participant nr	   2.02	   2.04-	   3.01-3.03	   	   1.01	   1.02	   1.07-10	   1.11-15	  
short name	   AAU2	   AAU4-	   MU1-MU3	   	   GTS1	   GTS2	   IWB7-10	   COM11-15	  
personmonths	   4	   36	   22	   	   0.5	   1	   0.5	   0.5	  
start month 1	   end month 36	  
Objectives: Find cost effective and safe mechanisms for transporting the cabin under the beam. Specifications of the 
electromagnetic suspension, propulsion, and switching actuators are the first steps. 	  
A radical new propulsion system based on lead screws will be investigated. A safe magnetic high-speed track switch 
mechanism and a levitation and guidance actuator will also be specified.	  
Role of Partners  AAU is the leader of the WP, and carries out the design of the propulsion system based on the MLS 
technology (T2.2). MU affords the design of the magnetic switching system (T2.3) and the design of the magnetic 
levitation and guidance actuators (T2.4). Both partners take part in the definition of specifications (T2.1) and in the full-
scale design concept (T2.5). 
Description of work	  
Task 2.1 Agree on actuator performance specification; Vehicle mass, acceleration, deceleration, speed, wind effects, 
curvature and input from other work packages will dominate the design of all actuators and material. 	  
Task 2.2 Radical new and cost effective and reliable propulsion and levitation actuator; Develop steady state analytic 
and finite element models of a novel linear electromagnetic propulsion and levitation actuator unit. Design a novel 
linear electromagnetic propulsion unit, using the magnetic lead screw (MLS) technology. 	  
This is expected to result in a cost reduction to 1/5 of the cost of earlier technologies, combined with a mass reduction to 
1/20. The MLS propulsion unit design is combined with a magnetic levitation unit and integrated with a contact-less 
current collector. The results will be valuable for other work packages.	  
Task 2.3 A safe magnetic switch mechanism enabling switching at high speed; Design of a safe magnetic switch 
mechanism enabling switching at high speed. It must apply sufficient force to always direct cabins safely on to the right 
track.  The magnetic switch will eliminate problems with stones, fallen leaves and icing of mechanical switches. 	  
Task 2.4 A cost effective electromagnetic levitation and guidance actuator. Develop dynamic models of the levitation 
actuator, which is also required to provide guidance. Guidance is closely related to the safe operation of the switching of 
task 3.3. The models developed will be used in task 3.2 to determine if the operation of cabins will be safe under the 
specified conditions included in task 3.1.	  
Task 2.5 A full-scale design concept of the propulsion, levitation, guidance and switching actuators. Use the combined 
results of tasks 2.2 to 2.5 compiling a full-scale design enabling CAPEX and OPEX estimations.	  
Deliverables    2D1 Initial performance specification  M6;	  
2D2 Technical report on actuator models and design M15;	  
2D3 Technical report on track switch mechanism models 	  

and design M18;	  
2D4 Technical report on full scale design concept M22;	  
2D5 Preliminary Proof of Principles M23 (GTS2)	  

	  
wp. nr, title	   3.  Converter and Control Research - CCR	   Lead beneficiary	   MU1	  
participant nr 3.01	   2.03-	   3.04-3.07	   1.06	   1.01	   1.02	   1.07-10	   1.11-15	  
short name MU1	   AAU3-	   MU4-MU7	   IWB6	   GTS1	   GTS2	   IWB7-10	   COM11-15	  
personmonths 3	   24	   27	   6	   0.5	   1	   0.5	   0.5	  
start month M1 end month M36	  
Objectives: To find safe control systems for the electromagnetic levitation, propulsion, and switching. The control 
system should also allow for platooning and separation of cabins. The electromagnetic levitation should also allow for 
guidance sideways. The whole control system must be both cost-effective and control energy efficient. 
Role of Partners  MU is the leader of the WP and carries out the control systems for propulsion, levitation and 
magnetic track switching (T3.2, T3.3). AAU and MU collaborates in the definition of technical specifications (T3.1) 
and in the full-scale concept (T3.5). In addition, AAU develops the high-level controller defining the required sensors 
and communication net between different elements comprising the whole system (T3.5), and the platooning system 
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(T3.4). IWB6 participates in the platooning system as well (T3.5). 	  
Description of work 	  
Task 3.1 Agree on sled system performance specification based input from other work packages. Specify the functions 
of a control system, develop and test its core elements for proof-of-principle.	  
Task 3.2 A propulsion and levitation actuator control system comprising controller and power converters; All control of 
the motion, levitation and guidance will be effected via controlled electric power converters. Models for a complete 
control system including converters will be built.	  
Task 3.3 A safe magnetic track switching system comprising controller and power converter enabling switching at high 
and low speeds. Models for a fail-safe system controlling the switching mechanism will be developed and simulated.	  
Task 3.4 A safe cost-effective platooning system comprising controller and power converter enabling very low high 
speed energy consumption due to minimal windage. Platooning of vehicles must control the distance and velocity to the 
cabin in front very precisely.	  
Task 3.5 Propulsion, braking and switching of drive sleds will be monitored from controllers activating rotors and 
magnets. Sensors for position and speed can be placed in guideways and/or in drive sleds and in the nose of cabins. 
Communications between drive sleds and controllers can be done via dedicated short range (DSRC) or e.g. 5G 
broadcast. Safety monitoring and emergency brake activation are critical functions. Vehicle platooning at speed is a 
high-risk design target as has already been demonstrated for road vehicles.	  
Task 3.6 A full-scale design concept of the propulsion, levitation, guidance and switching control systems. Using the 
combined results of tasks 4.2 to 4.5 to compile an initial full scale design concept to form input to other work packages 
and enable estimates to be made of the CAPEX and OPEX.  	  
Deliverables     3D1 Initial performance specification M6;   	  
3D2 Report on actuator controllers & design M24;   	  

3D3 Report on track switch controller & design M24; 	  
3D4 Report on full scale design concept M12	  

	  
wp. nr, title	   4. Demonstrator - DEM	   Lead beneficiary	   AAU21/MU31	  
participant nr	   2.01	   2.04-	   3.01	   3.05-08	   1.01	   1.02	   1.06-10	   1.11-13	  
short name	   AAU1	   AAU4-	   MU1	   MU5-8	   GTS1	   GTS2	   IWB6-10	   COM11-13	  
personmonths	   1.5	   43	   1.5	   15	   0.5	   0.5	   0.5	   0.5	  
start month M1 end month M36	  
Objectives: Specify, draw, & manufacture a small scale demonstrator laboratory prototype.	  
Role of Partners  The total small-scale demonstrator will be assembled in Aalborg in order to test the overall system. 
A second partial demonstrator will be assembled in Mondragon in order to test the sub-components before they are 
integrated in the total demonstrator in Aalborg. MU will develop the controllers and power electronics devices for 
propulsion, levitation and guidance systems. AAU will build the rest of elements comprising both demonstrators.	  
Description of work	  
Task 4.1 Agree on Demonstrator performance specification, based on demonstrator site etc.	  
Task 4.2 Draw & design cabins, track, drive sled, controllers and converters.  Using input from other work 
packages design, draw and compile a parts list for the demonstrator comprising a section of a scale model track with 
two operational cabins.	  
Task 4.3 Purchase components, parts and materials, and Manufacture Demonstrator.  Purchase all materials. 
Efforts should be made to employ commercially available components to save costs and time.	  
Task 4.4 Assemble Demonstrator and Track. As parts become available, assemble the sub-systems, e.g. cabins, 
drive sleds, converters, controllers, track, etc.	  
Task 4.5 Test Demonstrator. Test the sub-components as they become available. Test the assembled demonstrator 
with individual cabin transport and platoon operation of two cabins.	  
Task 4.6 Demonstrator Show Demonstrate the scale model system to an invited audience. Make a video recording of 
the demonstrator in action. Make the video recording public on the Internet.	  
Task 4.7 Evaluation of Test Results Write a report of the test results with discussion and evaluation of the 
performance achieved compared to the specification.	  
Deliverables	  
4D1 Prototype laboratory scale model of a section of track with two operational cabins. M24;	  
4D2, 4D3 Technical report evaluating tests and performance of the demonstrator. M30, M36	  
	  

wp. nr, title	   5. Physical design, Construction &Visualization - PCV	   Lead beneficiaries	   BJE1,  ECO11	  
participant nr	   4.01	   4.02-4	   5.01	   5.2-4	   1.01	   1.02	   1.06-8	   1.11-13	   4.21-4.31	  
short name	   BJE1	   BJE2-	   ECO1	   ECO2-	   GTS1	   GTS2	   IWB6-	   COM11	   AAU-MU	  
personmonths	   4	   22	   3	   8	   1.5	   0.5	   0.5	   0.5	   2 * 0.5	  

subcon.2	  
Lutfi Ay 	  
AyCrete	  

start month M1	   end month M36	  
Objectives: Advanced calculations for a unique, new, sustainable infrastructure. Design and architectural studies forms 
the physical impact of GTS in the human, urban and landscape scale. Cabin design.	  
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(T3.4). IWB6 participates in the platooning system as well (T3.5). 	  
Description of work 	  
Task 3.1 Agree on sled system performance specification based input from other work packages. Specify the functions 
of a control system, develop and test its core elements for proof-of-principle.	  
Task 3.2 A propulsion and levitation actuator control system comprising controller and power converters; All control of 
the motion, levitation and guidance will be effected via controlled electric power converters. Models for a complete 
control system including converters will be built.	  
Task 3.3 A safe magnetic track switching system comprising controller and power converter enabling switching at high 
and low speeds. Models for a fail-safe system controlling the switching mechanism will be developed and simulated.	  
Task 3.4 A safe cost-effective platooning system comprising controller and power converter enabling very low high 
speed energy consumption due to minimal windage. Platooning of vehicles must control the distance and velocity to the 
cabin in front very precisely.	  
Task 3.5 Propulsion, braking and switching of drive sleds will be monitored from controllers activating rotors and 
magnets. Sensors for position and speed can be placed in guideways and/or in drive sleds and in the nose of cabins. 
Communications between drive sleds and controllers can be done via dedicated short range (DSRC) or e.g. 5G 
broadcast. Safety monitoring and emergency brake activation are critical functions. Vehicle platooning at speed is a 
high-risk design target as has already been demonstrated for road vehicles.	  
Task 3.6 A full-scale design concept of the propulsion, levitation, guidance and switching control systems. Using the 
combined results of tasks 4.2 to 4.5 to compile an initial full scale design concept to form input to other work packages 
and enable estimates to be made of the CAPEX and OPEX.  	  
Deliverables     3D1 Initial performance specification M6;   	  
3D2 Report on actuator controllers & design M24;   	  

3D3 Report on track switch controller & design M24; 	  
3D4 Report on full scale design concept M12	  

	  
wp. nr, title	   4. Demonstrator - DEM	   Lead beneficiary	   AAU21/MU31	  
participant nr	   2.01	   2.04-	   3.01	   3.05-08	   1.01	   1.02	   1.06-10	   1.11-13	  
short name	   AAU1	   AAU4-	   MU1	   MU5-8	   GTS1	   GTS2	   IWB6-10	   COM11-13	  
personmonths	   1.5	   43	   1.5	   15	   0.5	   0.5	   0.5	   0.5	  
start month M1 end month M36	  
Objectives: Specify, draw, & manufacture a small scale demonstrator laboratory prototype.	  
Role of Partners  The total small-scale demonstrator will be assembled in Aalborg in order to test the overall system. 
A second partial demonstrator will be assembled in Mondragon in order to test the sub-components before they are 
integrated in the total demonstrator in Aalborg. MU will develop the controllers and power electronics devices for 
propulsion, levitation and guidance systems. AAU will build the rest of elements comprising both demonstrators.	  
Description of work	  
Task 4.1 Agree on Demonstrator performance specification, based on demonstrator site etc.	  
Task 4.2 Draw & design cabins, track, drive sled, controllers and converters.  Using input from other work 
packages design, draw and compile a parts list for the demonstrator comprising a section of a scale model track with 
two operational cabins.	  
Task 4.3 Purchase components, parts and materials, and Manufacture Demonstrator.  Purchase all materials. 
Efforts should be made to employ commercially available components to save costs and time.	  
Task 4.4 Assemble Demonstrator and Track. As parts become available, assemble the sub-systems, e.g. cabins, 
drive sleds, converters, controllers, track, etc.	  
Task 4.5 Test Demonstrator. Test the sub-components as they become available. Test the assembled demonstrator 
with individual cabin transport and platoon operation of two cabins.	  
Task 4.6 Demonstrator Show Demonstrate the scale model system to an invited audience. Make a video recording of 
the demonstrator in action. Make the video recording public on the Internet.	  
Task 4.7 Evaluation of Test Results Write a report of the test results with discussion and evaluation of the 
performance achieved compared to the specification.	  
Deliverables	  
4D1 Prototype laboratory scale model of a section of track with two operational cabins. M24;	  
4D2, 4D3 Technical report evaluating tests and performance of the demonstrator. M30, M36	  
	  

wp. nr, title	   5. Physical design, Construction &Visualization - PCV	   Lead beneficiaries	   BJE1,  ECO11	  
participant nr	   4.01	   4.02-4	   5.01	   5.2-4	   1.01	   1.02	   1.06-8	   1.11-13	   4.21-4.31	  
short name	   BJE1	   BJE2-	   ECO1	   ECO2-	   GTS1	   GTS2	   IWB6-	   COM11	   AAU-MU	  
personmonths	   4	   22	   3	   8	   1.5	   0.5	   0.5	   0.5	   2 * 0.5	  

subcon.2	  
Lutfi Ay 	  
AyCrete	  

start month M1	   end month M36	  
Objectives: Advanced calculations for a unique, new, sustainable infrastructure. Design and architectural studies forms 
the physical impact of GTS in the human, urban and landscape scale. Cabin design.	  
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Description of work	  
Task 5.1 Agree on a preliminary infrastructure performance specification. Based on input from other wp's, 
summarizing standards and regulations (stability, vibrations, tolerances, fire, earthquake, real estate etc) to be 
observed/questioned and an initial creative attempt to describe for example the function and design principles of a small 
station. What services should it render considering the door-to-door chain of transportation for people, goods and waste? 
What impact will it have on the neighborhood? Students from the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH), Architecture and 
Urban Planning will be engaged. Selections from this session will be published on Internet.	  
Task 5.2 Infrastructure, strength and design, R&D   	  
The general infrastructure consists of pillars/pylons and beams wherein the drive sled runs. The system to be created can 
be prefabricated and easily adapted to different situations, also integrated into buildings. The principles for mounting, 
maintenance and recycling must be established. Conventional materials such as steel and concrete will be used to start 
with. Advanced materials will also be scanned for comparison. Principles for foundation of pillars will be studied as well 
as optimal spans considering different situations. We plan for a close cooperation with the other workpackages solving 
challenges like switching, platooning, maintenance and robustness. Visualization of stops and guideways will be shown - 
and published on the Internet. Sub-contractor AyCrete, with advanced knowledge and experience of novel infrastructure 
design, in frequent cooperation with Bjerking, will support, producing calculations and CAD-sketches. Postgraduates from 
KTH will assist. Pilot sketches for Uppsala, natural protection area, GTS bridging Fyris river.	  
Task 5.3 Cabin design, optimization of volume and load, general functionality 	  
Cabin design for GTS demands a strict standardized cross section due to the dependence on a fixed infrastructure. The 
total weight should not exceed 2,5 metric tons. Platooning will always be made possible. Cabins can be designed in many 
special ways, like dual mode cabins/cars (3-5 pax), public high capacity cabins (12 pax) etc. The issues of low weight, 
aerodynamic and vehicle dynamic properties will be addressed through simulations. This will determine materials used 
and shape. A standard cross section will be presented in drawings, models and visualization. Modelling and design support 
will be given by sub-contractor Yovinn with long experience of the art within automotive industry.	  
Deliverables   5D1 Initial performance specifications of guideway structure, M6; 5D2 Construction and visualization of 
GTS infra sketches, pilot sketches for Uppsala, M12;  5D3  Construction and design of GTS cabins, M12;   
5D4 Construction & Visualization of GTS, M18; Report evaluation, listing challenges to encounter in the next step, M24.	  
	  
Table	  3.1b	   List	  of	  work	  packages	  	  	  

wp 
nr	  

Work Package, title and acronym	   Lead 
P	  nr	  

Lead P	  
acronym	  

Person	  
Months	  

Start 
M	  

End 	  
M	  

1	   Management, Coord. & Com. (MCC)	  
Interdisciplinary Working Board (IWB)	  
- Communications (COM)	  

1.01	   GTS1	   48	  
1	  
28	  

1	   36	  

2	   Electro-Magnetic Research (EMR)	   2.02	   AAU2	   64.5	   1	   36	  
3	   Converter & Control Research (CCR)	   3.01	   MU1	   62.5	   1	   36	  
4	   Demonstrator (DEM)	   2.01	  

3.01	  
AAU1/	  
MU1	  

63	   1	   36	  

5	   Physical design, Construction and 
Visualization (PCV)	  

4.01	  
5.01	  

BJE1	  
ECO1	  

28	  
13	  

1	   36	  

∑	   	   	   	   309	   	   	  
   
Table	  3.1c	   List	  of	  Deliverables	  (D)	  	  	  

D. nr	   Deliverable name	   Lead P	   Type	   Diss.	   Deliv.	  
1D1	   Launching website and logo	   GTS1	   DEC	   PU	   M1	  
2D1	   EMR Initial performance specification	   AAU2	   R	   PU	   M6	  
3D1	   CCR Initial performance specification	   MU1	   R	   PU	   M6	  
4D1	   Prototype laboratory scale model of..track..with two cabins	   AAU1	   DEM	   PU	   M12	  
5D1	   Initial performance specification of guideway structure	   BJE1	   R	   PU	   M12	  
5D2	   Construction and visualization of GTS infra sketches	   BJE1	   DEM	   PU	   M12	  
5D3	   Construction and design of GTS cabins	   ECO1	   DEM	   PU	   M12	  
1D2	   Intermediate coordination report	   GTS1	   R	   PU	   M12	  
2D2	   Technical report on actuator models and design	   MU1	   R	   PU	   M15	  
2D3	   Technical report on track switch mechanism models & design	   MU1	   R	   PU	   M18	  
5D4	   Construction and visualization of GTS	   BJE1	   DEM	   PU	   M18	  
2D4	   Full scale design concept	   AAU2	   R	   PU	   M22	  
4D2	   Techn. report evaluating tests & performance of demonstrator	   AAU1	   DEM	   PU	   M23	  
2D5	   Preliminary Proof of Principles	   GTS2	   R	   PU	   M23	  
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Description of work	  
Task 5.1 Agree on a preliminary infrastructure performance specification. Based on input from other wp's, 
summarizing standards and regulations (stability, vibrations, tolerances, fire, earthquake, real estate etc) to be 
observed/questioned and an initial creative attempt to describe for example the function and design principles of a small 
station. What services should it render considering the door-to-door chain of transportation for people, goods and waste? 
What impact will it have on the neighborhood? Students from the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH), Architecture and 
Urban Planning will be engaged. Selections from this session will be published on Internet.	  
Task 5.2 Infrastructure, strength and design, R&D   	  
The general infrastructure consists of pillars/pylons and beams wherein the drive sled runs. The system to be created can 
be prefabricated and easily adapted to different situations, also integrated into buildings. The principles for mounting, 
maintenance and recycling must be established. Conventional materials such as steel and concrete will be used to start 
with. Advanced materials will also be scanned for comparison. Principles for foundation of pillars will be studied as well 
as optimal spans considering different situations. We plan for a close cooperation with the other workpackages solving 
challenges like switching, platooning, maintenance and robustness. Visualization of stops and guideways will be shown - 
and published on the Internet. Sub-contractor AyCrete, with advanced knowledge and experience of novel infrastructure 
design, in frequent cooperation with Bjerking, will support, producing calculations and CAD-sketches. Postgraduates from 
KTH will assist. Pilot sketches for Uppsala, natural protection area, GTS bridging Fyris river.	  
Task 5.3 Cabin design, optimization of volume and load, general functionality 	  
Cabin design for GTS demands a strict standardized cross section due to the dependence on a fixed infrastructure. The 
total weight should not exceed 2,5 metric tons. Platooning will always be made possible. Cabins can be designed in many 
special ways, like dual mode cabins/cars (3-5 pax), public high capacity cabins (12 pax) etc. The issues of low weight, 
aerodynamic and vehicle dynamic properties will be addressed through simulations. This will determine materials used 
and shape. A standard cross section will be presented in drawings, models and visualization. Modelling and design support 
will be given by sub-contractor Yovinn with long experience of the art within automotive industry.	  
Deliverables   5D1 Initial performance specifications of guideway structure, M6; 5D2 Construction and visualization of 
GTS infra sketches, pilot sketches for Uppsala, M12;  5D3  Construction and design of GTS cabins, M12;   
5D4 Construction & Visualization of GTS, M18; Report evaluation, listing challenges to encounter in the next step, M24.	  
	  
Table	  3.1b	   List	  of	  work	  packages	  	  	  

wp 
nr	  

Work Package, title and acronym	   Lead 
P	  nr	  

Lead P	  
acronym	  

Person	  
Months	  

Start 
M	  

End 	  
M	  

1	   Management, Coord. & Com. (MCC)	  
Interdisciplinary Working Board (IWB)	  
- Communications (COM)	  

1.01	   GTS1	   48	  
1	  
28	  

1	   36	  

2	   Electro-Magnetic Research (EMR)	   2.02	   AAU2	   64.5	   1	   36	  
3	   Converter & Control Research (CCR)	   3.01	   MU1	   62.5	   1	   36	  
4	   Demonstrator (DEM)	   2.01	  

3.01	  
AAU1/	  
MU1	  

63	   1	   36	  

5	   Physical design, Construction and 
Visualization (PCV)	  

4.01	  
5.01	  

BJE1	  
ECO1	  

28	  
13	  

1	   36	  

∑	   	   	   	   309	   	   	  
   
Table	  3.1c	   List	  of	  Deliverables	  (D)	  	  	  

D. nr	   Deliverable name	   Lead P	   Type	   Diss.	   Deliv.	  
1D1	   Launching website and logo	   GTS1	   DEC	   PU	   M1	  
2D1	   EMR Initial performance specification	   AAU2	   R	   PU	   M6	  
3D1	   CCR Initial performance specification	   MU1	   R	   PU	   M6	  
4D1	   Prototype laboratory scale model of..track..with two cabins	   AAU1	   DEM	   PU	   M12	  
5D1	   Initial performance specification of guideway structure	   BJE1	   R	   PU	   M12	  
5D2	   Construction and visualization of GTS infra sketches	   BJE1	   DEM	   PU	   M12	  
5D3	   Construction and design of GTS cabins	   ECO1	   DEM	   PU	   M12	  
1D2	   Intermediate coordination report	   GTS1	   R	   PU	   M12	  
2D2	   Technical report on actuator models and design	   MU1	   R	   PU	   M15	  
2D3	   Technical report on track switch mechanism models & design	   MU1	   R	   PU	   M18	  
5D4	   Construction and visualization of GTS	   BJE1	   DEM	   PU	   M18	  
2D4	   Full scale design concept	   AAU2	   R	   PU	   M22	  
4D2	   Techn. report evaluating tests & performance of demonstrator	   AAU1	   DEM	   PU	   M23	  
2D5	   Preliminary Proof of Principles	   GTS2	   R	   PU	   M23	  

Table 3.1b List of work packages Fig.3.1b Interrelations between all 
   work packages and partners
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3D2	   Technical report on actuator controllers and design	   MU1	   R	   PU	   M24	  
3D3	   Technical report on track switch controller and design	   MU1	   R	   PU	   M24	  
3D4	   Technical report on full scale design concept	   AAU1	   R	   PU	   M24	  
1D3	   Preliminary final report, research findings & recommendations	   GTS1	   R	   PU	   M24	  
5D5	   Report evaluation listing challenges to encounter in next stage	   BJE1	   R	   PU	   M24	  
4D2	   Techn. report evaluating tests & performance of demonstrator	   AAU1	   R	   PU	   M30	  
4D3	   Techn. report evaluating tests & performance of demonstrator	   AAU1	   R	   PU	   M36	  
1D4	   Final report "Inventing a General Transport System"	   GTS1	   	   PU	   M36	  
	  

	  
Fig.3.1b	  Interrelations	  between	  all	  work	  packages	  and	  partners	  
	  
3.2	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Management	  structure,	  milestones	  and	  procedures	  	  
The registered GTS Foundation (GTSF) is the main partner in the project consortium. The founders are the main 
carriers of the GTS concept. As main coordinator and technical coordinator they also support the research and 
innovation work in all work packages. A financial manager controls the economy, HR and administration. A mind 
map of interrelations between all work packages is presented in fig.3.1b. The consortium will collectively govern the 
project by means of a leadership, parallel to IWB. It will establish its office in Uppsala.	  
Six reporting occasions will be arranged and four will be coordinated with the milestones. They will also include 
external presentations. Two internal meetings are scheduled.  The first two milestones are crucial for alleviating high 
risks whereas the two latter milestones open the road for the final proof and presentation. See Fig. 3.1a and Table 
3.2a. Probable risks are listed in Table 3.2b.	  
GTSF is a non-profit organization but it may own shares or other properties to a limited extent. After a successful 
project GTSF invites all partners in the project, building firms, cabin manufacturers, electric equipment 
manufacturers etc to form the GTS Consortium AB (GTSC). GTSC builds the first pilot and pioneering tracks and 
may continue building in order to develop skills and experience, parallel to competing license-holding industries.	  
GTSF collects license fees from GTS producing companies and operative fees from GTS licensed operators. This 
future business structure will secure the independence of GTSF as licenser and standard-holder. GTSF also buys 
licences from other inventors and incorporates them into the GTS standard when applicable.	  
  	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Table	  3.2a	  	  List	  of	  milestones	  (and	  other	  occasions,	  see	  also	  Figure	  1)	  	  

Nr	  Name	   wp	   Date/Venue	   Verification	  
-‐	   Introductory presentation of the project	   all	   M1/Uppsala	   Seminar papers	  
1	   Core technology, drive sled and beam for laboratory tests 

Milestone 1 Performance specification	  
all	   M6  

/Mondragon	  
Deliverables	  

2	   Core technologies, control system, infrastructure & cabin 
Operational, environmental and financial analyses so far 
Milestone 2 Prototype Demo ready	  

all	   M12  
/Aalborg	  

First Deliverables;  
Prototype	  

-	   Closed session, work meeting, preliminary	   all	   M18 /TBD	   Undeliverables	  
3	   Lab.test&validation; control system&simulation software 

Infrastructure & Cabin design, exhibition, public platform 
Operational, environmental and financial analyses  
Milestone 3 Multiple Factors Analyses	  

all	   M21  
/Göteborg	  

Conference 
Test results 
Deliverable  
reports	  

2. EMR

5. PCR

1. MCC

3. CCR

4. DEM
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3.2   Management structure,
   milestones and procedures
The registered GTS Foundation (GTSF) is the main partner in the 
project consortium. The founders are the main carriers of the GTS 
concept. As main coordinator and technical coordinator they also 
support the research and innovation work in all work packages. A 
financial manager controls the economy, HR and administration. A 
mind map of interrelations between all work packages is presented in 
fig.3.1b. The consortium will collectively govern the project by means 
of a leadership, parallel to IWB. It will establish its office in Uppsala.

Six reporting occasions will be arranged and four will be coordi-
nated with the milestones. They will also include external presen-
tations. Two internal meetings are scheduled. The first two mile-
stones are crucial for alleviating highrisks whereas the two latter 
milestones open the road for the final proof and presentation. See 
Fig. 3.1a and Table 3.2a. Probable risks are listed in Table 3.2b.

GTSF is a non-profit organization but it may own shares or other 
properties to a limited extent. After a successful project GTSF in-
vites all partners in the project, building firms, cabin manufacturers, 
electric equipment manufacturers etc to form the GTS Consortium 
AB (GTSC). GTSC builds the first pilot and pioneering tracks and 
may continue building in order to develop skills and experience, 
parallel to competing license-holding industries.

GTSF collects license fees from GTS producing companies and 
operative fees from GTS licensed operators. This future business 
structure will secure the independence of GTSF as licenser and 
standard-holder. GTSF also buys licences from other inventors and 
incorporates them into the GTS standard when applicable.

3.3   Relevance of experience 
   in the consortium
The GTS Consortium has been created after years of searching 

for the right partners. We are now a 
collection of university research de-
partments, skilled consultants and 
specific sub-contractors (SME) with 
special knowledge for creating, in-
venting, analyzing, synthesizing and 
visualizing our proposal (see sec. 4). 
Also, all partners have an open mind 
that makes our mission possible to ac-
complish; this is a necessary gate val-
ue for bringing our project to a happy 
end. All lead partners have accepted 
a Letter of Intent. In all we are around 
30 researchers, inventors, engineers, 
architects, economists and analysts, 
including the 2 sub-contractors. 1 
out of 5 lead participants are women. 
Roughly 12 participants are under 30 
years, more than 10 are between 30 
and 60, and 7 are over 60. See also 
section 4.
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-	   Closed session on Proof-of-Principles, reflections and 
comprehensive analyses report	  

all	   M23 /TBD	   Deliverable	  

4	   Milestone 4 Forecast final presentation	   all	   M24 
/Uppsala	  

Prel. final report 
Deliverables	  

-	   Final presentation; Long laboratory test results	   all	   M36 
/Aalborg	  

Final report 
/Deliverable	  

	  
Table	  3.2b	   Critical	  risks	  for	  implementation	  	  	  
Description of risks	   WP	   Proposed risk-mitigation measures	  
a) The core technology does not develop as 
expected; power performance are too weak. 
b) The demonstrator does not fill the 
proposed requirements.	  
	  
	  
c) The approaches proposed in wp2 and 3 
aint enough precise for integration in wp4. 	  

2, 3, 4	   a) The reasons can be avoided by adjustments of specifica- 
tions and early selection of alternatives (by SWOT analyses).	  
b) V model design method is used in development. Its basis is 
verification and validation of each phase before passing to next. 
It reduces uncertainties in demonstration, as models have been 
tested previously (- also applied in automotive development).	  
c) WP leaders take actions to ensure an effective information 
flow between WPs to risk mitigation	  

Infra-construction causes severe problems 
with strength, maintenance or cost. 

5	   The reasons can be avoided by adjustments of specifications.	  

Human perception values the design and 
environmental effects difficult to accept. 

COM 
5	  

Communications must be sharper as to the full social, aesthetic 
and environmental improvements.	  

Key staff may unexpectedly be lost	   1	   The leadership has back-ups 	  
Works slow down for various reasons	   1	   The coordinators take actions	  
Vested interests perform hostile	   1	   The leadership takes actions	  
Major faults can't be prevented or avoided 1	   The leadership proposes closure of the project 
	  
3.3	  Relevance	  of	  experience	  in	  the	  consortium	  	  	  
The GTS Consortium has been created after years of searching for the right partners. We are now a collection of 
university research departments, skilled consultants and specific sub-contractors (SME) with special knowledge for 
creating, inventing, analyzing, synthesizing and visualizing our proposal (see sec. 4). Also, all partners have an open 
mind that makes our mission possible to accomplish; this is a necessary gate value for bringing our project to a 
happy end. All lead partners have accepted a Letter of Intent. In all we are around 30 researchers, inventors, 
engineers, architects, economists and analysts, including the 2 sub-contractors. 1 out of 5 lead participants are 
women. Roughly 12 participants are under 30 years, more than 10 are between 30 and 60, and 7 are over 60. See also 
section 4.	  
	  
3.4	  	  	  Appropriate	  allocation	  and	  justification	  of	  resources	  	  	  
	  
Table	  3.4a	  	   Summary	  of	  staff	  effort	  	  	  	  	  

Workpackage 
/Staff 

wp1 
MCC 

wp2 
EMR 

wp3 
CCR 

wp4 
DEM 

wp5 
PCV 

∑ pm 

1.01 GTS1 21 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.5 24 
1.02 GTS2 9 1 1 0.5 0.5 12 
1.03 GTS3 12     12 
1.04-GTS4- 6     6 
1.06-IWB6- 1 0.5 6.5 0.5 0.5 9 
1.11-COM11- 28 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 30       
2.02 AAU2 0.125 4    4.125 
2.04-AAU4- 0.125 36    36.125 
3.01 MU1- 0.125 22    22.125 
2.03- AAU3-   24   24 
3.01 MU1 0.125  3   3.125 
3.04-7-MU4-7   27   27 
2.01 AAU1 0.125   1.5 0.5 2.125 
2.04- AAU4-    43  43 
3.01 MU1 0.125   1,5 0.5 2.125 
3.05-8 MU5-8    15  15 
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Description of work	  
Task 5.1 Agree on a preliminary infrastructure performance specification. Based on input from other wp's, 
summarizing standards and regulations (stability, vibrations, tolerances, fire, earthquake, real estate etc) to be 
observed/questioned and an initial creative attempt to describe for example the function and design principles of a small 
station. What services should it render considering the door-to-door chain of transportation for people, goods and waste? 
What impact will it have on the neighborhood? Students from the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH), Architecture and 
Urban Planning will be engaged. Selections from this session will be published on Internet.	  
Task 5.2 Infrastructure, strength and design, R&D   	  
The general infrastructure consists of pillars/pylons and beams wherein the drive sled runs. The system to be created can 
be prefabricated and easily adapted to different situations, also integrated into buildings. The principles for mounting, 
maintenance and recycling must be established. Conventional materials such as steel and concrete will be used to start 
with. Advanced materials will also be scanned for comparison. Principles for foundation of pillars will be studied as well 
as optimal spans considering different situations. We plan for a close cooperation with the other workpackages solving 
challenges like switching, platooning, maintenance and robustness. Visualization of stops and guideways will be shown - 
and published on the Internet. Sub-contractor AyCrete, with advanced knowledge and experience of novel infrastructure 
design, in frequent cooperation with Bjerking, will support, producing calculations and CAD-sketches. Postgraduates from 
KTH will assist. Pilot sketches for Uppsala, natural protection area, GTS bridging Fyris river.	  
Task 5.3 Cabin design, optimization of volume and load, general functionality 	  
Cabin design for GTS demands a strict standardized cross section due to the dependence on a fixed infrastructure. The 
total weight should not exceed 2,5 metric tons. Platooning will always be made possible. Cabins can be designed in many 
special ways, like dual mode cabins/cars (3-5 pax), public high capacity cabins (12 pax) etc. The issues of low weight, 
aerodynamic and vehicle dynamic properties will be addressed through simulations. This will determine materials used 
and shape. A standard cross section will be presented in drawings, models and visualization. Modelling and design support 
will be given by sub-contractor Yovinn with long experience of the art within automotive industry.	  
Deliverables   5D1 Initial performance specifications of guideway structure, M6; 5D2 Construction and visualization of 
GTS infra sketches, pilot sketches for Uppsala, M12;  5D3  Construction and design of GTS cabins, M12;   
5D4 Construction & Visualization of GTS, M18; Report evaluation, listing challenges to encounter in the next step, M24.	  
	  
Table	  3.1b	   List	  of	  work	  packages	  	  	  

wp 
nr	  

Work Package, title and acronym	   Lead 
P	  nr	  

Lead P	  
acronym	  

Person	  
Months	  

Start 
M	  

End 	  
M	  

1	   Management, Coord. & Com. (MCC)	  
Interdisciplinary Working Board (IWB)	  
- Communications (COM)	  

1.01	   GTS1	   48	  
1	  
28	  

1	   36	  

2	   Electro-Magnetic Research (EMR)	   2.02	   AAU2	   64.5	   1	   36	  
3	   Converter & Control Research (CCR)	   3.01	   MU1	   62.5	   1	   36	  
4	   Demonstrator (DEM)	   2.01	  

3.01	  
AAU1/	  
MU1	  

63	   1	   36	  

5	   Physical design, Construction and 
Visualization (PCV)	  

4.01	  
5.01	  

BJE1	  
ECO1	  

28	  
13	  

1	   36	  

∑	   	   	   	   309	   	   	  
   
Table	  3.1c	   List	  of	  Deliverables	  (D)	  	  	  

D. nr	   Deliverable name	   Lead P	   Type	   Diss.	   Deliv.	  
1D1	   Launching website and logo	   GTS1	   DEC	   PU	   M1	  
2D1	   EMR Initial performance specification	   AAU2	   R	   PU	   M6	  
3D1	   CCR Initial performance specification	   MU1	   R	   PU	   M6	  
4D1	   Prototype laboratory scale model of..track..with two cabins	   AAU1	   DEM	   PU	   M12	  
5D1	   Initial performance specification of guideway structure	   BJE1	   R	   PU	   M12	  
5D2	   Construction and visualization of GTS infra sketches	   BJE1	   DEM	   PU	   M12	  
5D3	   Construction and design of GTS cabins	   ECO1	   DEM	   PU	   M12	  
1D2	   Intermediate coordination report	   GTS1	   R	   PU	   M12	  
2D2	   Technical report on actuator models and design	   MU1	   R	   PU	   M15	  
2D3	   Technical report on track switch mechanism models & design	   MU1	   R	   PU	   M18	  
5D4	   Construction and visualization of GTS	   BJE1	   DEM	   PU	   M18	  
2D4	   Full scale design concept	   AAU2	   R	   PU	   M22	  
4D2	   Techn. report evaluating tests & performance of demonstrator	   AAU1	   DEM	   PU	   M23	  
2D5	   Preliminary Proof of Principles	   GTS2	   R	   PU	   M23	  
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3D2	   Technical report on actuator controllers and design	   MU1	   R	   PU	   M24	  
3D3	   Technical report on track switch controller and design	   MU1	   R	   PU	   M24	  
3D4	   Technical report on full scale design concept	   AAU1	   R	   PU	   M24	  
1D3	   Preliminary final report, research findings & recommendations	   GTS1	   R	   PU	   M24	  
5D5	   Report evaluation listing challenges to encounter in next stage	   BJE1	   R	   PU	   M24	  
4D2	   Techn. report evaluating tests & performance of demonstrator	   AAU1	   R	   PU	   M30	  
4D3	   Techn. report evaluating tests & performance of demonstrator	   AAU1	   R	   PU	   M36	  
1D4	   Final report "Inventing a General Transport System"	   GTS1	   	   PU	   M36	  
	  

	  
Fig.3.1b	  Interrelations	  between	  all	  work	  packages	  and	  partners	  
	  
3.2	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Management	  structure,	  milestones	  and	  procedures	  	  
The registered GTS Foundation (GTSF) is the main partner in the project consortium. The founders are the main 
carriers of the GTS concept. As main coordinator and technical coordinator they also support the research and 
innovation work in all work packages. A financial manager controls the economy, HR and administration. A mind 
map of interrelations between all work packages is presented in fig.3.1b. The consortium will collectively govern the 
project by means of a leadership, parallel to IWB. It will establish its office in Uppsala.	  
Six reporting occasions will be arranged and four will be coordinated with the milestones. They will also include 
external presentations. Two internal meetings are scheduled.  The first two milestones are crucial for alleviating high 
risks whereas the two latter milestones open the road for the final proof and presentation. See Fig. 3.1a and Table 
3.2a. Probable risks are listed in Table 3.2b.	  
GTSF is a non-profit organization but it may own shares or other properties to a limited extent. After a successful 
project GTSF invites all partners in the project, building firms, cabin manufacturers, electric equipment 
manufacturers etc to form the GTS Consortium AB (GTSC). GTSC builds the first pilot and pioneering tracks and 
may continue building in order to develop skills and experience, parallel to competing license-holding industries.	  
GTSF collects license fees from GTS producing companies and operative fees from GTS licensed operators. This 
future business structure will secure the independence of GTSF as licenser and standard-holder. GTSF also buys 
licences from other inventors and incorporates them into the GTS standard when applicable.	  
  	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Table	  3.2a	  	  List	  of	  milestones	  (and	  other	  occasions,	  see	  also	  Figure	  1)	  	  

Nr	  Name	   wp	   Date/Venue	   Verification	  
-‐	   Introductory presentation of the project	   all	   M1/Uppsala	   Seminar papers	  
1	   Core technology, drive sled and beam for laboratory tests 

Milestone 1 Performance specification	  
all	   M6  

/Mondragon	  
Deliverables	  

2	   Core technologies, control system, infrastructure & cabin 
Operational, environmental and financial analyses so far 
Milestone 2 Prototype Demo ready	  

all	   M12  
/Aalborg	  

First Deliverables;  
Prototype	  

-	   Closed session, work meeting, preliminary	   all	   M18 /TBD	   Undeliverables	  
3	   Lab.test&validation; control system&simulation software 

Infrastructure & Cabin design, exhibition, public platform 
Operational, environmental and financial analyses  
Milestone 3 Multiple Factors Analyses	  

all	   M21  
/Göteborg	  

Conference 
Test results 
Deliverable  
reports	  

Table 3.1c  List of Deliverables (D)

Table 3.2b  Critical risks of implementation
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3.4   Appropriate allocation and justification of resources

Table 3.4a  Summary of staff effort

A General Transportation System ‐

Table 3.4b  ‘Other direct cost’ items (travel, equipment, other goods and services)

3.4	  	  	  Appropriate	  allocation	  and	  justification	  of	  resources	  	  	  
Table	  3.4a	  	   Summary	  of	  staff	  effort	  	  	  	  	  

	  
	  -‐	  A	  General	  Transportation	  System	  -‐	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

Table	  3.4b	   ‘Other	  direct	  cost’	  items	  (travel,	  equipment,	  other	  goods	  and	  services) 	  
Workpack. 	   Cost €	   Justification	  

wp 1 MCC, GTS Foundation, main coordination, communications, MCC, IWB, COM 	  

Travel 	     36 000	   6 meetings x 2p. + 6 travels by main coordinator; 24 x 2000€ 	  

Equipment 	     20 000 Computers, server, smartphones, network, furniture, on short-term rental basis if possible 

	   200 000	   Cabin full-scale mock-up, publicly accessible at exhibition	  
Subcontractor Yovinn AB, Göteborg	  

Other goods 
and services	  

145 000	   Central office in Uppsala, rent acc. to local market cost, for public communication, exhibi-
tion & work on short term rental basis; printing service, webpage service, conference costs	  

Total	   401 000	   	  

wp's 2 EMR, 3 CCR & 4 DEM Aalborg University, Department of Energy Technology (AAU), and 	  
Mondragon University, Department of Electronics Engineering (MU); Core technologies 	  

Travel 	     72 000	   AAU + MU: Travels, 2 x 6 meetings x 3 p. x 2000€/meeting, 36 000€ each AAU & MU	  

Equipment  160 000 
 
  10 000 

AAU: base structure 11000, HEMS demo 22000, MLS demo 22000, guidance 22000, 
software, control, sensors and verification 22000, material 30000, guideway 31000. 	  
MU: small scale material, 10000 (3 controllers dSPACE1104, fr.year 2). 

Other goods 
and services	  

  12 000	  
  57 000	  
	  	  	  

AAU + MU: General consultants, auditors etc. 12000€, 6000€ each AAU & MU	  
MU: Material to build elements for the functional subsystems demonstrator: 3 power 
devices 15000€, track structure 5000€, magnetic switch 5000€, propulsion/levitation/ 
guidance device 20000€, flux SW license leasing, 3 years * 4000€/year: 12000€ 

Total	   311 000 AAU 202 000€ and MU 109 000€ 

wp 5 PCV, subcontractor 2, AyCrete, Lufi Ay 	  

Construction 106 000	   GTS pillars, pylons and guide-way, calculations & drawings	  
	  

Workpackage 
/Staff 

wp1 
MCC 

wp2 
EMR 

wp3 
CCR 

wp4 
DEM 

wp5 
PCV 

∑ pm 

1.01 GTS1 21 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.5 24 
1.02 GTS2 9 1 1 0.5 0.5 12 
1.03 GTS3 12     12 
1.04-GTS4- 6     6 
1.06-IWB6- 1 0.5 6.5 0.5 0.5 9 
1.11-COM11- 28 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 30       
2.02 AAU2 0.125 5    5.125 
2.04-AAU4- 0.125 35    35.125 
3.01 MU1- 0.125 22    22.125 
2.03- AAU3-   24   24 
3.01 MU1 0.125  3   3.125 
3.04-7-MU4-7   27   27 
2.01 AAU1 0.125   4.5 0.5 5.125 
2.04- AAU4-    40  40 
3.01 MU1 0.125   1,5 0.5 2.125 
3.05-8 MU5-8    15  15 
4.01BJE1 0.125    4 4.125 
4.02 BJE2-     22 22 
5.11ECO1 0.125    3 3.125 
5.02-ECO2-     8 8 
∑ 78 64.5 62.5 63 41 309 

3.4   Appropriate allocation and justification of resources   
Table 3.4a  Summary of staff effort     
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Table 3.4b ‘Other direct cost’ items (travel, equipment, other goods and services)  
Workpack.  Cost € Justification 

wp 1 MCC, GTS Foundation, main coordination, communications, MCC, IWB, COM  

Travel    36 000 6 meetings x 2p. + 6 travels by main coordinator; 24 x 2000€  
Equipment    20 000 Computers, server, smartphones, network, furniture, on short-term rental basis if possible 

 200 000 Cabin full-scale mock-up, publicly accessible at exhibition 
Subcontractor Yovinn AB, Göteborg 

Other goods 
and services 

145 000 Central office in Uppsala, rent acc. to local market cost, for public communication, exhibi-
tion & work on short term rental basis; printing service, webpage service, conference costs 

Total 401 000  
wp's 2 EMR, 3 CCR & 4 DEM Aalborg University, Department of Energy Technology (AAU), and  
Mondragon University, Department of Electronics Engineering (MU); Core technologies  
Travel    72 000 AAU + MU: Travels, 2 x 6 meetings x 3 p. x 2000€/meeting, 36 000€ each AAU & MU 
Equipment  160 000 

 
  10 000 

AAU: base structure 11000, HEMS demo 22000, MLS demo 22000, guidance 22000, 
software, control, sensors and verification 22000, material 30000, guideway 31000.  
MU: small scale material, 10000 (3 controllers dSPACE1104, fr.year 2). 

Other goods 
and services 

  12 000 
  57 000 
   

AAU + MU: General consultants, auditors etc. 12000€, 6000€ each AAU & MU 
MU: Material to build elements for the functional subsystems demonstrator: 3 power 
devices 15000€, track structure 5000€, magnetic switch 5000€, propulsion/levitation/ 
guidance device 20000€, flux SW license leasing, 3 years * 4000€/year: 12000€ 

Total 311 000 AAU 202 000€ and MU 109 000€ 

wp 5 PCV, subcontractor 2, AyCrete, Lufi Ay  

Construction 106 000 GTS pillars, pylons and guide-way, calculations & drawings 
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3.01 MU1- 0.125 22    22.125 
2.03- AAU3-   24   24 
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3.04-7-MU4-7   27   27 
2.01 AAU1 0.125   4.5 0.5 5.125 
2.04- AAU4-    40  40 
3.01 MU1 0.125   1,5 0.5 2.125 
3.05-8 MU5-8    15  15 
4.01BJE1 0.125    4 4.125 
4.02 BJE2-     22 22 
5.11ECO1 0.125    3 3.125 
5.02-ECO2-     8 8 
∑ 78 64.5 62.5 63 41 309 
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Table	  3.4b	   ‘Other	  direct	  cost’	  items	  (travel,	  equipment,	  other	  goods	  and	  services) 	  
Workpack. 	   Cost €	   Justification	  

wp 1 MCC, GTS Foundation, main coordination, communications, MCC, IWB, COM 	  

Travel 	     36 000	   6 meetings x 2p. + 6 travels by main coordinator; 24 x 2000€ 	  

Equipment 	     20 000 Computers, server, smartphones, network, furniture, on short-term rental basis if possible 

	   200 000	   Cabin full-scale mock-up, publicly accessible at exhibition	  
Subcontractor Yovinn AB, Göteborg	  

Other goods 
and services	  

145 000	   Central office in Uppsala, rent acc. to local market cost, for public communication, exhibi-
tion & work on short term rental basis; printing service, webpage service, conference costs	  

Total	   401 000	   	  

wp's 2 EMR, 3 CCR & 4 DEM Aalborg University, Department of Energy Technology (AAU), and 	  
Mondragon University, Department of Electronics Engineering (MU); Core technologies 	  

Travel 	     72 000	   AAU + MU: Travels, 2 x 6 meetings x 3 p. x 2000€/meeting, 36 000€ each AAU & MU	  

Equipment  160 000 
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AAU: base structure 11000, HEMS demo 22000, MLS demo 22000, guidance 22000, 
software, control, sensors and verification 22000, material 30000, guideway 31000. 	  
MU: small scale material, 10000 (3 controllers dSPACE1104, fr.year 2). 

Other goods 
and services	  

  12 000	  
  57 000	  
	  	  	  

AAU + MU: General consultants, auditors etc. 12000€, 6000€ each AAU & MU	  
MU: Material to build elements for the functional subsystems demonstrator: 3 power 
devices 15000€, track structure 5000€, magnetic switch 5000€, propulsion/levitation/ 
guidance device 20000€, flux SW license leasing, 3 years * 4000€/year: 12000€ 

Total	   311 000 AAU 202 000€ and MU 109 000€ 

wp 5 PCV, subcontractor 2, AyCrete, Lufi Ay 	  

Construction 106 000	   GTS pillars, pylons and guide-way, calculations & drawings	  
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